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About This Game

* NOTE: THIS GAME IS STILL IN DEVELOPMENT. BATTLE ROYALE & TRAFFICKING MODES ARE STILL IN
DEVELOPMENT. SCROLL DOWN TO BATTLE ROYALE TEST SERVER FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

BATTLE ROYALE PLAYABILITY *

Explore the depths of the international narcotics trade by engaging in combat as either a member of one of the most dangerous
cartels or as an elite member of one of the world's Military DEA units. Your first customizable character that will be available is

your Military DEA character.

ONLINE PLAY: Experience intense, first person action as either a special Military DEA operative or choose the other side of
the drug war and play as a member of the cartels.

TRÁFICO's main game mode 'CHAOS' features a vast open world that engage players in direct combat with each other online.

'CHAOS' GAME MODE FEATURES:

* Online multiplayer team-based combat & FFA combat (up to 100 players per server!)

* First & third person perspectives

* Large open world map
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* Respawnable map locations

* Lootable weapons hidden throughout the environment

* First location: Cerros, Peru

TRÁFICO aims to further the scope and vision of what is possible in competitive shooters. Bring your A game!

DEVELOPERS: Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez, Sean A. Bauer
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Title: TRAFICO
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Publisher:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i3 4160 / AMD A-4000 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 (2 GB) / Radeon r7 250 (2 GB) or equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: 5.1

English
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Really good game, i got it on sales ples sub to my channel: Juke MC. A very cute game, and I get the sense that there's a lot
more too it than meets the eye, but sadly I don't think I'll ever get to see it. Fitz the Fox is fun at first, feeling a lot like the
classic Super Mario Land games, but there's one thing that sets Fitz apart from the plucky plumber: He's sluggish.

Controlling Fitz may seem fine early on, when the game is throwing slow moving enemies and jumping puzzles your way, but
when you get to the world with blocks that crumble when you stand on them, a old-time platformer staple, suddenly the
difficulty ramps up steeply. The blocks require frame-perfect timing to get off of before the crumble, and Fitz has about a 1
frame delay between when he lands and he can jump again. Coupled with the lives system and having to restart a world when
you game over, this is the point where I gave up.

Call me a filthy casual if you want, but replicating the feel of old games doesn't mean you also have to replicate their worst
elements. Maybe if things were tweaked a bit, I could reccommend Fitz the Fox, but as it is, it's just frustration without reward..
Totálna pičovina. ALT+F4. give me badges :)). A solid boardgame gone digital, but I think $28 is a bit overpriced. Pick it up at
a sale, it's good fun, not too deep or complex.. This is fun if you want to make an old RPG. RPG maker XP is better but I
LOVE the RPGMaker 2003 assets. The music, sprites and art are such a joy.. This was amazing. I've loved the origonal game
for years now and this version only made it better. With beautifully improoved graphics and a very welcomed increesed
dificulty mode which offers plenty of new ways to die, I recomend 'The Witches House MV' for fans of the origonal, and to
anyone who is curious about what this game entails.. You really don't need to know anything. Worth a grab.. It'd weird but a
good horror game for an hour
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The game might be fun, ... to some people. The mechanics is tough. The items have specific and not precise targeting points.
You need to hit exactly at one point to demolition a wall or something.. Could not get into the game. Was greeted in Chinese and
could not get past the first window.

Save your money. I will be requesting a refund. Don't waste your money - terrible AI ! I put on easiest mode and still my hit rate
was so poor and the enemy seems to be able to use regular rifle and hit what my sniper can't hit. And no matter if hidden or not,
one of their guys will come right up to you as though they can see through walls and kill you. I had 3 guys side by side, one in
overwatch and enemy walked right up and kill my guy with no damage. I have 2 guys within 1 space of enemy , both fired and
both missed or got almost no damage and then he killed on of my guys. I am attacking a base and I worked through 8 enemies
with my 3 , greatly wounded and then 6 more enemies just popped up, killed 2 of my guys quickly, and now I have 1 guy to kill
6 ... quit to desktop was my next move. I have played both XCOM 1&2 w/DLCs so know how it is supposed to work. Spend
your money on another XCOM2 DLC vs. this game... amazing how they seem to make games look great with slick intro. , then
you open pkg to find a POS inside. They need to fix the AI and charge $5 before I could recommend.. A very realistic life
simulator. Fun and educational.. This game has a fancy graphic and it's a fair and competitive deathmatch.
I reccomend this game!!

CONS: not a lot of people play this game :(. Unless something has been fixed, this game does not work on macs. On top of that,
you have to wade through crud to try and figure out where to get help (which ends up being not Steam but Her Interactive), and
I'm currently several months in without ever receiving an actual response or solution to get the game running.
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